Reduction of Open-Circuit DC Winding Induced Voltage and Torque Pulsation in the Wound Field Switched Flux Machine by Stator Axial Pairing of Tooth-Tips
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Abstract — In this paper, stator axial pairing of tooth-tips is proposed to suppress the open-circuit DC winding induced voltage and torque pulsation in the wound field switched flux machine. The stator is divided into two segments axially, whilst these two segments have different tooth-tip arcs. The proposed technique can suppress the rated on-load torque ripple from 17.91% to 6.99%, reduce the peak-to-peak value of cogging torque from 5.14 Nm to 0.48 Nm, and reduce the open-circuit DC winding induced voltage at 1500 r/min from 39.79 V to 6.21 V. Although the efficiency of the machine is slightly reduced from 81.5% to 80.7%, the average electromagnetic torque can be maintained by >95%.

Index Terms— Axial pairing, cogging torque, DC winding induced voltage, wound field switched flux machine, tooth-tip, torque pulsation, torque ripple, wound field switched flux machine.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, non-permanent magnet (PM) machines have received considerable attention, which includes the switched reluctance machine (SRM), the synchronous reluctance machine (SynRM), and the wound field (WF) synchronous machine. The conventional wound-rotor synchronous machine has been widely applied in the electric power generation and the electric grid system. However, the further application of the wound-rotor synchronous machine is limited by the existence of slip ring and brush [1]. The wound field switched flux (WFSF) machine has both armature winding and DC winding in the stator, which achieves the brushless operation. Both the WFSF machine and the SRM have a robust and simple rotor. Compared with the SRM, the WFSF machine shows a higher torque density and a lower torque ripple [2]. Fig. 1 shows the cross-section of the 12-slot/10-pole WFSF machine.

The WFSF machine has received much attention recently. A single phase low cost WFSF machine is introduced in [3]. In [4], a partitioned stator WFSF (PS-WFSF) machine with the DC winding and the armature winding placed in separate stators is analysed. It shows that the PS-WFSF machine has a higher torque density than the conventional WFSF machine. The analytical approaches for predicting the open-circuit and armature reaction performances of the WFSF machine are proposed in [5] and [6], respectively.
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Fig. 1. Cross-section of the WFSF machine. (a) Without tooth-tip (b) With tooth-tips.

Fig. 2. 12-slot/10-pole WFSF machine with axial paring of stator tooth-tips.
It is found in [7] and [8] that due to the variation of the airgap permeance, the induced voltage pulsation will be produced in the DC winding, which is a challenge for the power supply and could deteriorate the control performance. Reduction methods including skewing [7], [8], chamfering [9], rotor tooth arc pairing [10] and rotor axial pairing [9] have been proposed to reduce the DC winding induced voltage pulsation and verified by finite element (FE) and/or experimental results.

This paper proposes a torque pulsation and open-circuit DC winding induced voltage reduction method for the WFSF machine using the stator axial pairing of the tooth-tips (see Fig. 2). The stator is divided into two segments axially, whilst these two segments have different tooth-tip arcs with zero tooth-tip arc case included, i.e. without tooth-tip. It is worth noting that the only difference between these two segments of the stator is the tooth-tip arc. Therefore, it is necessary to figure out the influence of the tooth-tip on WFSF machine firstly. The influence of the tooth-tip in various machines has been well investigated, including surface-mounted PM machines [11], [12], interior PM machines [13] and induction machines [14].

This paper is organized as follows. In section II, the topology of the WFSF machine and the design illustration are given. Section III firstly gives the sensitivity analysis of the stator tooth-tips, and then the influence of stator tooth-tips on the torque pulsation and the open-circuit DC winding induced voltage of the WFSF machine is introduced. In section IV, the principle of the axial pairing and the procedure to choose the key parameters are given. Electromagnetic performance comparison results among four WFSF machines are also given, including two machines using the stator axial pairing of tooth-tips and the other two with/without tooth-tips.

II. MACHINE TOPOLOGY

Different from the original WFSF machine without tooth-tip shown in Fig. 1(a), the stator of the WFSF machine using the proposed axial pairing method is divided into two segments axially, whilst these two segments have different tooth-tip arcs. The illustration of the dimensional parameters of the stator with tooth-tips is given in Fig. 3. Detailed design parameters are given in Table I.

The design parameters in Table I are globally optimized to obtain the highest average electromagnetic torque. During the optimization, the current advanced angle is fixed as 0, i.e. zero d-axis current control \( i_d = 0 \), since the reluctance torque is very small due to the similar d- and q-axis inductances in the WFSF machines [15]. It is worth noting that during the optimization process, the current density in both armature winding and DC winding are fixed as 5 Arms/mm\(^2\). The slot filling factor for both armature and DC windings are fixed as 0.462, whilst the influence of tooth-tips on the slot area is not accounted here. When the magnetic saturation in the core is neglected, the armature winding slot area should be equal to the DC winding slot area to obtain the maximum average electromagnetic torque.

It should be noted that the tooth-tip is not introduced in the optimization, since the WFSF machine with stator tooth-tips exhibits a lower average torque than that without the stator tooth-tip, as shown in Fig. 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>WFSF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stack length, ( l_s )</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer radius of stator, ( R_o )</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner radius of rotor, ( R_i )</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoke radius of rotor, ( R_y )</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single side width of air-gap, ( g )</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoke radius of stator, ( R_y )</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>99.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner radius of stator, ( R_i )</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>58.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arc of stator tooth, ( \theta_s )</td>
<td>°</td>
<td>7.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arc of stator slot for coils, ( \theta_s )</td>
<td>°</td>
<td>7.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arc of rotor pole, ( \theta_r )</td>
<td>°</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of turns per coil, ( N_t )</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winding current density, ( J_t )</td>
<td>Arms/mm(^2)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated rotor speed, ( \omega )</td>
<td>( \text{})r/min</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated torque, ( T )</td>
<td>Nm</td>
<td>40.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated power, ( P )</td>
<td>kW</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency, ( \eta )</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>81.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Linear illustration of the dimensional parameters.

Fig. 4. Variation of 2-D FE predicted average electromagnetic torque with the stator tooth-tip angle \( \theta_y \) (BLAC, \( i_d = 24.59 \) A).

III. INFLUENCE OF THE STATOR TOOTH-TIPS

The topology of the stator tooth-tips in the WFSF machine is shown in Fig. 3, and the design parameters are marked red, i.e. arc of the tooth-tip \( \theta_y \), tooth-tip top length \( l_{tip_{top}} \), and tooth-tip bottom length \( l_{tip_{bot}} \). Before analyzing the influence of the design parameters of the tooth-tips, the sensitivity analysis will wipe out the parameters that are not sensitive to the torque pulsation and the open-circuit DC winding induced voltage.

A. Sensitivity Analysis

The variation range of the tooth-tip design parameters are shown in Table II. It is worth noting that if the value of \( l_{tip_{top}} \) and \( l_{tip_{bot}} \) are chosen around 0, i.e. a thin stator tooth-tip which is fragile and suffers from manufacturing difficulty, tooth-tips will suffer from a strong magnetic saturation. Drastic performance variation of the WFSF machine will occur, which
is not meaningful practically but will affect the sensitivity analysis. Therefore, the starting point of the variation range for \( l_{gap} \) and \( l_{gph} \) is set as 1 mm to avoid this, as shown in TABLE II.

### TABLE II: VARIATION RANGE OF DESIGN VARIABLES OF THE STATOR TOOTH-TIPS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design variables</th>
<th>Arc of tooth-tip, ( \theta_{tp} )</th>
<th>Tooth-tip top length, ( l_{ttop} )</th>
<th>Tooth-tip bottom length, ( l_{tbot} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variation range</td>
<td>[0 deg, 3.5 deg]</td>
<td>[1 mm, 3 mm]</td>
<td>[1 mm, 3 mm]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TOTAL EFFECT INDEX OF DESIGN VARIABLES OF THE STATOR TOOTH-TIPS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design variables</th>
<th>( T_{op} )</th>
<th>( T_{cog} )</th>
<th>( E_{ph} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arc of tooth-tip, ( \theta_{tp} )</td>
<td>0.296</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tooth-tip top length, ( l_{ttop} )</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tooth-tip bottom length, ( l_{tbot} )</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.143</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sensitivity analysis uses the torque ripple \( T_{rip} \), peak-to-peak value of cogging torque \( T_{cog} \) and open-circuit DC winding induced voltage \( E_{ph} \) at the rated rotor speed 1500 r/min as the sensitivity analysis objectives. The torque ripple \( T_{rip} \) in this paper is defined as the ratio of the peak-to-peak value of the electromagnetic torque to its average value \( T_{avg} \).

The sensitivity level is given by the total-effect index \( S_{Ti} \), which is expressed as,

\[
S_{Ti} = \frac{E_{X_{i}}(Var_x(Y|X_{-i}))}{Var(Y)}
\]

(2)

where \( X_i \) and \( Y \) are the input and output of the model, respectively. \( Var(Y) \) is the variance of the output and

\[
Var_x(Y|X_{-i}) = \text{the variance of the output caused by input } X_i.
\]

\( E_{X_i}(Var_x(Y|X_{-i})) \) means the sum of \( Var_x(Y|X_{-i}) \). Monte Carlo estimators are used to calculate \( S_{Ti} [16] [17] \), which can be expressed as,

\[
S_{Ti} = \frac{E_{X_{i}}(Var_x(Y|X_{-i}))}{Var(Y)} \approx \frac{1}{2N} \sum_{j=1}^N (f(A_j) - f(A_j'))^2
\]

(3)

where \( A \) and \( B \) are input parameter sequence used to test the output of the model.

The total effect indexes for various analysis objectives are given in TABLE III. For all the three analysis objectives, \( \theta_{tp} \) obtains the highest total effect index, which means that \( \theta_{tp} \) is most sensitive to \( T_{rip} \), \( T_{cog} \) and \( E_{ph} \). It should be noted that for the cogging torque, the total effect index of \( l_{gph} \) is 0.050, which is slightly smaller than the index of \( \theta_{tp} \). That is caused by some special conditions, i.e. non-ignorable flux leakage, unperfect mesh of the FE model, etc.

### B. Torque Pulsation

The tooth-tip has been widely used in torque pulsation reduction [18]. However, the influence of tooth-tips on the torque pulsation of the WFSF machine has not been fully investigated. In Fig. 5, the variation of the torque ripple and cogging torque with \( \theta_{tp} \) is predicted by 2-D FE. Introduction of tooth-tip can reduce the cogging torque from 5.14 Nm to 2.20 Nm, and reduce the torque ripple from 17.91% to 13.71%. However, the average torque can only be maintained by 86.5% of the original value when the torque ripple is maximally suppressed.

Torque pulsation is contributed by the harmonic torque components, including the on-load torque ripple and the cogging torque. Both the on-load torque and the cogging torque can be expressed in Fourier series as,

\[
T_e(\theta_m) = T_{avg} + \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} T_{ei} \cos(iN_r\theta + \theta_{ei})
\]

(4)

\[
T_{cog}(\theta_m) = \sum_{j=1}^{\infty} T_{cogj} \cos(jN_r\theta + \theta_{cogj})
\]

(5)

where \( \theta_m \) is rotor mechanical position, \( N_r \) is rotor pole number, \( T_{ei} \) is magnitude of the \( i^{th} \) on-load torque harmonic and \( \theta_{ei} \) is the initial phase of the \( i^{th} \) on-load torque harmonic. \( T_{cogj} \) is magnitude of the \( j^{th} \) cogging torque harmonic and \( \theta_{cogj} \) is the initial phase of the \( j^{th} \) cogging torque harmonic.

Fig. 5. 2-D FE predicted variation of \( T_{rip} \) and \( T_{cog} \) with \( \theta_{tp} \).

Fig. 6. 2-D FE predicted harmonic orders of the cogging torque and on-load torque of the WFSF machine without tooth-tip.

Fig. 7. 2-D FE predicted FFT results of 6th and 12th cogging torque harmonics with various \( \theta_{tp} \). (a) Magnitude of cogging torque (b) Phase of cogging torque.

Fig. 6 shows the FFT analysis results of both cogging torque and on-load torque of the analyzed machine without tooth-tips. Fig. 7 shows the FFT results of main harmonic components of cogging torque, including magnitude and phase. It is found that the phase of 6th and 12th harmonic components will change from -90 electric degrees to 90 electric degrees when the magnitude of the corresponding harmonic component approaches 0. Although the analytical model can explain this tendency [19], it cannot predict the value of \( \theta_{tp} \) eliminating the certain order cogging torque harmonic. That is caused by the sever local magnetic saturation and flux leakage. Therefore, this paper uses 2-D FE
to predict the variation of cogging torque with the stator tooth-tip arc $\theta_{tip}$.

Fig. 8. 2-D FE predicted FFT results of $6^{th}$ and $12^{th}$ on-load torque harmonics with various $\theta_{tip}$. (a) Magnitude of on-load torque (b) Phase of on-load torque.

Fig. 9. 2-D FE predicted variation of $E_{ff}$ pulsation with $\theta_{tip}$ when the WFSF machine operates at 1500 r/min.

Fig. 8 shows the FFT results of main harmonic components of the on-load torque, including magnitude and phase. The phase angle of harmonic components is proportional to the arc of stator tooth-tips. However, if the average torque is maintained by >90% of the original value, i.e. keeping $\theta_{tip} \leq 2.3\,\text{deg}$, the magnitude of $6^{th}$ harmonic component will only change from 1.32 Nm to 1.17 Nm and that of the $12^{th}$ harmonic component will change from 2.64 Nm to 1.66 Nm.

C. Open-circuit DC Winding Induced Voltage

The open-circuit DC winding induced voltage is produced by the variation of the open-circuit DC winding flux linkage, which can be expressed as [13],

$$E_{ff} = -\frac{d\psi_{ff}}{dt}$$

where $E_{ff}$ is the open-circuit DC winding induced voltage and $\psi_{ff}$ is the open-circuit DC winding flux linkage. The open-circuit DC winding induced voltage can also be expressed in Fourier series,

$$E_{ff} = \sum_{j=1}^{\infty} E_{ffj} \cos(jN_r \theta + \theta_{ffj})$$

where $E_{ffj}$ and $\theta_{ffj}$ are the magnitude and initial phase of $j^{th}$ harmonic component of the open-circuit DC winding induced voltage, respectively.

Fig. 9 shows the variation of $E_{ff}$ pulsation with $\theta_{tip}$, where the $E_{ff}$ pulsation can be reduced from 39.79 V to 11.0 V. It is shown that the tooth-tip is effective in reducing $E_{ff}$; however, the average torque will be sacrificed by 9% (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 10. 2-D FE predicted harmonic orders of the open-circuit DC winding induced voltage.

Fig. 11. 2-D FE predicted FFT results of $6^{th}$ and $12^{th}$ open-circuit DC winding induced voltage harmonics with various $\theta_{tip}$. (a) Magnitude of induced voltage (b) Phase of induced voltage.

It is found in Fig. 10 that $6^{th}$ ($k=1,2,3,\ldots$) harmonic component are the main harmonic component of the open-circuit induced voltage. Fig. 11 shows the FFT results of main harmonic component of open-circuit DC winding induced voltage, including both magnitude and phase.

The phase of each main harmonic component will change from -92 electric degrees to 86 electric degrees, when the magnitude of corresponding harmonic component approaches 0, which is similar with the trend of the cogging torque shown in Fig. 7.

IV. STATOR AXIAL PAIRING OF TOOTH-TIPS

Axial pairing is a method using the canceling effect to suppress the harmonic component, including the torque pulsation [9] and the DC winding induced voltage [20], [21]. It is shown in Fig. 12 that the two segments of the stator share a same center line of stator tooth. There is no shift angle between them, which is different from stator step skewing.

A. Principle

The open-circuit DC winding induced voltage and torque can be expressed in Fourier series (see equations (4), (5) and
Another type is named as axial pairing-II, in which both stator a straight tooth and another stator segment with tooth-tips. One type is called axial pairing-I has one stator segment with tooth-tips. An optimization index \( H \) is defined as,

\[
H(\theta_{\text{tip}}) = \lambda_1 T_{\text{rip}}^* + \lambda_2 T_{\text{cog}}^* + \lambda_3 E_{\text{ff}}^* - \lambda_4 T_{\text{avg}}^*
\]

where \( \lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3 \) and \( \lambda_4 \) are weight of the objectives which is manually fixed at 2.5, 1, 1 and 2.5, respectively. This means the on-load performance is attached more importance in the optimization. \( T_{\text{rip}}, T_{\text{cog}}, E_{\text{ff}}^* \) and \( T_{\text{avg}}^* \) are the normalized \( T_{\text{rip}}, T_{\text{cog}}, E_{\text{ff}} \) and \( T_{\text{avg}} \), respectively.

As shown in Fig. 13, where \( \theta_{\text{tip}} \) equals to 2.2 mechanical degrees (point P), the corresponding WFSF machine has the smallest value of \( H \). However, the average torque will be 8.5% sacrificed (Fig. 4). In order to maintain the average torque by >95%, the other \( \theta_{\text{tip}} (P_{\text{opt}} \text{in Fig. 13}) \), which also obtains the peak value of \( H \) and equals to 0.9 mechanical degrees, is chosen for the machine with tooth-tips.

The parameters chosen for the WFSF machines using axial pairing is a multi-variable and multi-objective optimization, and this paper uses the multi-objective genetic algorithm to choose the parameters combination.

The optimization functions and constraints for axial pairing-I are given as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{function:} & \quad \min (E_{\text{ff}}^*), \min (T_{\text{rip}}^*), \\
& \quad \min (T_{\text{cog}}^*), \max (T_{\text{avg}}^*) \end{align*}
\]

Constraints: \( \theta_{\text{tip}} = 0.1 \text{deg}, 0.2 \text{deg}, ... \)

Fig. 14 shows the feasible points of the WFSF machine using axial pairing-I. The color of the design points represents the value of normalized average torque. The optimal design is chosen on the pareto front surface. The choice of the solution depends on the importance of each objective [22], [23]. It should be noted that the optimized machine \((k=0.4, \theta_{\text{tip}}=1.5 \text{deg})\), which is marked in Fig. 14, can reduce \( T_{\text{rip}} \) from 17.91% to 7.44%, reduce \( T_{\text{cog}} \) from 5.14 Nm to 1.88 Nm and reduce \( E_{\text{ff}} \) from 39.79 V to 15.86 V.

The optimization functions and constraints for axial pairing-II are given as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{function:} & \quad \min (E_{\text{ff}}^*), \min (T_{\text{cog}}^*), \\
& \quad \min (T_{\text{avg}}^*), \max (T_{\text{rip}}^*) \end{align*}
\]

Constraints: \( \theta_{\text{tip1}} < \theta_{\text{tip2}} \)

where \( \theta_{\text{tip1}} \) and \( \theta_{\text{tip2}} \) are the tooth-tip arcs for two stator segments, respectively.

Fig. 15 shows the feasible points of the WFSF machine using axial pairing-II. The optimized machine \((k=0.4, \theta_{\text{tip}}=0.6 \text{deg}, \theta_{\text{tip2}}=2.1 \text{deg})\) is chosen at the pareto front surface. It can reduce \( T_{\text{rip}} \) from 17.91% to 6.99%, reduce \( T_{\text{cog}} \) from 5.14 Nm to 0.48 Nm and reduce \( E_{\text{ff}} \) from 39.79 V to 6.21 V.
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of stators. Both segments have stator tooth-tips (\( \theta_{tg} \)) induced voltage, as shown in TABLE IV. However, the average reduction of torque pulsation and open-circuit DC winding efficiency is slightly reduced.

whilst the average torque can maintain by >95% and the cogging torque and open-circuit DC winding induced voltage, proposed technique can effectively suppress torque ripple, (a) Fig. 15. Feasible design points of the WFSF machine using axial pairing-II.

As shown in Fig. 16, the WFSF machine using axial pairing-I and axial pairing-II show significant lower torque ripple of 7.44% and 6.95%, respectively, whilst the torque ripple of the WFSF machines without and with tooth-tips are 17.91% and 16.61%, respectively. Compared with the original machine without tooth-tip, \( T_{cog} \) and \( E_{ff} \) of the WFSF machine using stator axial pairing-II can be reduced by 90.66% and 84.39%, respectively.

The detailed comparison data of four machines are listed in TABLE IV. It is found that the WFSF machine using the proposed technique can effectively suppress torque ripple, cogging torque and open-circuit DC winding induced voltage, whilst the average torque can maintain by >95% and the efficiency is slightly reduced.

It is worth noting that axial pairing-II shows a greater reduction of torque pulsation and open-circuit DC winding induced voltage, as shown in TABLE IV. However, the average torque is more sacrificed.

C. Comparison of Four WFSF Machines

The comparison constraint of the four WFSF machines is shown as follows,

1) Same design parameters shown in TABLE I.

2) Different stator tooth topologies which are listed as, i) stator tooth without tooth-tips, i.e. straight tooth; ii) stator tooth with tooth-tips (\( \theta_{tg} = 0.9 \) deg); iii) axial pairing-I of two segments of stators with one segment has a straight tooth, whilst another one is with tooth-tips (\( \theta_{tg} = 1.5 \) deg), and the length ratio \( k_1 = 0.4 \); and iv) axial pairing-II of two segments of stators. Both segments have stator tooth-tips (\( \theta_{tg1} = 0.6 \) deg, \( \theta_{tg2} = 2.1 \) deg), whilst the length ratio \( k_1 = 0.4 \).

As shown in Fig. 16, the WFSF machine using axial pairing-I and axial pairing-II show significant lower torque ripple of 7.44% and 6.95%, respectively, whilst the torque ripple of the WFSF machines without and with tooth-tips are 17.91% and 16.61%, respectively. Compared with the original machine without tooth-tip, \( T_{cog} \) and \( E_{ff} \) of the WFSF machine using stator axial pairing-II can be reduced by 90.66% and 84.39%, respectively.

The detailed comparison data of four machines are listed in TABLE IV. It is found that the WFSF machine using the proposed technique can effectively suppress torque ripple, cogging torque and open-circuit DC winding induced voltage, whilst the average torque can maintain by >95% and the efficiency is slightly reduced.

It is worth noting that axial pairing-II shows a greater reduction of torque pulsation and open-circuit DC winding induced voltage, as shown in TABLE IV. However, the average torque is more sacrificed.

### TABLE IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Without tooth-tip</th>
<th>With tooth-tip</th>
<th>Axial pairing-I</th>
<th>Axial pairing-II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( T_{ave} )</td>
<td>Nm</td>
<td>40.11</td>
<td>39.85</td>
<td>39.36</td>
<td>38.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_{cog} )</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>17.91</td>
<td>16.61</td>
<td>7.44</td>
<td>6.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_{ff} )</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>39.79</td>
<td>18.51</td>
<td>15.86</td>
<td>15.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_{cog} )</td>
<td>Nm</td>
<td>5.14</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta T_{ave} )</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.65%</td>
<td>1.89%</td>
<td>4.66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta T_{cog} )</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>57.2%</td>
<td>63.4%</td>
<td>90.66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta E_{ff} )</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>53.4%</td>
<td>60.2%</td>
<td>84.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \eta )</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>81.5%</td>
<td>81.4%</td>
<td>81.2%</td>
<td>80.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 16. Comparison of 2-D FE predicted on-load torque, cogging torque and open-circuit DC winding induced voltage of four machines. (a) On-load torque \( T_{ave} \) (b) Cogging torque \( T_{cog} \) (c) Open-circuit DC winding induced voltage \( E_{ff} \).

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a torque pulsation and open-circuit DC winding induced voltage reduction method by stator axial pairing of tooth-tips is proposed for the WFSF machine. The stator of the WFSF machine using axial pairing is divided into two segments axially, whilst two segments have different tooth-tip arcs.

The influence of tooth-tips on the torque and open-circuit DC winding induced voltage is analyzed. The variation of main harmonic components, including magnitude and phase, are analyzed with various arc of stator tooth-tips.

The principle of stator axial pairing is introduced and key parameters, stator length ratio \( k_1 \) and arc of stator tooth-tips \( \theta_{tg} \) are chosen through the FE analysis results. FE results show that axial pairing can effectively suppress the torque pulsation and open-circuit DC winding induced voltage pulsation while maintain the average torque by >95% despite the efficiency of WFSF machine is slightly reduced.
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